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(60 marks)
I— VOCABULARY (12 MARKS)

-

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c & d: (4x1 4 = 6
1. The weather will be..............tonight .We'd better stay

/w
a) tiny

b) lazy

c) stormy

d) brilliant

2. Some parents always ..................from the bad behaviour of their children.
a) interview

b) contribute

c) design

d) complain

3. It is the captain's ................to leave the ship quickly.
a) controller

b) command

c) average

d) mayor

4. A/An ............................has to be a good swimmer and uses computer.
a) profile

b) lorry

c) marine biologist

d) glacier

B) Fill in the gaps with the suitable words from the list: (4 xl% = 6)
useful

/ probably /

mi

I

W)

JJA

a):i3
4 QliJAi 'L1.L
,à1i

competiotion / coin /reuse

5. His brother is ok now and he probably will not run in the street again.
6. Don't throw this bottle. I will reuse it to keep some juice in.
7. It is really useful to walk half an hour daily. It makes your muscles stronger.
8. We didn't win the competition because we didn't have enough training.
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II- Grammar (10 MARKS)
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9. He is coming .........Dubai. Let's go to the airport to meet him.
a) on

b) in

c) from

d) over

10. ............. did you go with to the birthday party?
--L- /

a) Where

b) What

c) Why

d) Whom

-

11. You shouldn't ..............computer games all the time. It's bafor..yr eyes.
a) play

b) playing

c)plays

d)played

B) Do as required between brackets: (2 x 2 = 4)
12. If you sleep early.................................................
..........you will get up early/ you will be healthy.
13. He doesn't eat too much food. He is still getting fat.

(Join)

He doesn't eat too much food but he is still getting fat.
III — LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS (8 MARKS)
Write what you would say in the following situations (4x V = i)
14. One of your friends says that it is important to have a job.
Agreeing / Expressing opinion.
15. Your brother wants to visit ancient places.
Following instructions / Expressing opinion.
16. Your sister always keeps the light of her room on.
Expressing Displeasure !Disagreeing.
17. Your mother had lost her new mobile phone in the bus station.
Expressing surprise/Talking about possibility.
Any reasonable response is accepted.
2
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IV- SETBOOK QUESTIONS (6 Marks)
Answer (ONLY three) out of the following questions: (3 X 2= 6)
18. Why are robots intelligent machines?
They can do people work I They will be factory workers/They ill vo k as doctors.
19. What is coal made of?
It is made of old trees.
20. How will weather changes affect our life?
The temperature will rise and this will increase the sea level / Glacier will melt!
Some coast will go under the water / Many islands will Iid4:
\'

21. People work for different reasons. Mention one.

* \•

They work to get money /They work to spend their free
enjoyment

Any reasonable answer is accepted.
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V.- WRITING (10 marks)
Rubrics
exposition of ideas, paragraphing and number of sentences

Mark
/7

Spelling and structure

/2

Handwriting, spacing and punctuation

/1

Total mark

Eating could be at a restaurant or at home.
Write a report of 8 sentences (IN TWO PARAGRAPHS) about" Eating at Home"
with the help of the following ideas and guide words.
• lst.paragraph: Why people eat fast food. (enjoy- easy made -cheap -change)
• 2nd paragraph: Why is home food better? (healthy - clean tasty - prepare)

...................................................................................\ç.J .......;....d.. ............................

..................................................................................
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VI- READING COMPREHENSION (14 marks)
Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:

I

14

Travelling is something which people do every day. It is very difficult to keep away from
the need to travel. It may be a trip to school, university or to work. Travelling can often take
a long time, especially when great distances need to be covered. People often enjoy
travelling abroad for holidays. But for some people travelling is not fun because they suffer
from travel sickness. They will become unwell each time they travel.
Travelling can be either cheap or costly. It often depends on how far you want to travel
and the choice of transport. Using a bicycle will not cost anything as you power it by using
your legs. However, the use of a bicycle can be hard work and can take a lo(of time. to,.
travel long distances. Cars and motorcycles are faster modes of transpoi,t,.but are
expensive to use as gasoline is needed for them to work
/
A)Choose the correct answer from a , b ,c and d:( 4 x 2 = 8)
22. The best title for this passage could be ...............................
a) A Long Distance.

c) People's Problem.

b) Travelling.

d) Travel Sickness.

23. The underlined pronoun They in the 1st paragraph refers to.....

\-

f

a) schools

c) universities

b) trips

d) people

\

*

*
--

24. The underlined word costly in the 2tx paragraph means...............
a) hard

c) fast

b) expensive

d) sick

-

25. The main idea of the second paragraph is ...................................
a) The cost of travelling.

c) Travelling can be enjoyable.

b) Cars are faster than bicycle.

d) The power of your legs.
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B)Answer the following questions:- (2X3 =6)
26. Why isn't travelling fun for some people?
Because they suffer from travel sickness! It is costly.
27. How can travelling be less costly?
People can travel by using their legs / People can use bicycles or motorcycles
People can travel by cars.

,7
Good Luck (i:
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